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Formulas are obtained for the angular distribution and polarization of photons scattered in an 
optically thick anisotropic medium. It is shown that the photon propagation can be characterized by 
a diffusion tensor, an explicit expression for which has been obtained in terms of the polarizability 
tensor of the particles of the medium. The scattering of light in a gyrotropic medium, in a medium 
composed of axially oriented particles, and in an aligned medium is considered in detail. Analytic 
formulas for linear and circular polarization, and for the angular distribution of photons emitted 
from a thick plane layer of matter, are derived for a weakly gyrotropic medium. 

1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

LET us consider the problem of the intensity and 
polarization of electromagnetic radiation passing 
through an optically thick anisotropic (in particular, 
gyrotropic) medium which consists of individual scat
terers with dimensions much smaller than the wave
length of the radiation. Such media are frequently en
countered in nature. For example, the dust particles in 
cosmic dust clouds are frequently oriented by magnetic 
fields or gas flows; colloidal particles are oriented by 
the flow of a solution; dipole molecules in a gas can be 
oriented by external electric fields; a rarefied electron
proton plasma possesses gyrotropic properties in a 
magnetic field, and so on. The theory of the passage of 
radiation through such a medium has been worked out 
with sufficient completeness only for the case of small 
optical thickness. u-3 l The problem of the emergence of 
synchrotron radiation from a thick layer of equilibrium 
magneto-active plasma has also been considered/3-sl 
as well as the problem of the passage of radiation 
through a thicklayer of an isotropic medium.l6 ' 7 l 
Recently, a number of new phenomena have been dis
covered in astrophysics, and their analysis requires a 
detailed theory of the passage of electromagnetic radia
tion throu~ various types of anisotropic media. We 
have in mind, for example, the discovery of discrete 
x-ray sources, many of which evidently have a thick 
envelope of magneto-active plasma/8' 9 J and also the 
discovery of powerful sources of infrared radiation, 
which is most likely due to heat radiation of clouds con
sisting of oriented dust particles and gas molecules.Uo,ul 

In the present work, we find the characteristics of 
radiation both inside an optically thick homogeneous 
anisotropic medium, and also passing through such a 
medium. We shall assume that a fixed set of coordinates 
is connected with the medium, with the z axis directed 
along h-one of the physically distinct directions in the 
anisotropic medium. The transport equation for the den
sity matrixpai3(n1rh) (erg/cm 2-sec-sr), which is de
fined in the usual way in terms of the components of the 
vector of the electric field intensity of a wave propagat
ing in the direction n1 (p?13(n1rh) = (87rr1cEa(nlr)E$ x 
X (n~)) has the forml5 ' 12 

(n,V)pa~(n,rh) = -N,/;i[Pav(n,rh)(t,~+(n,n 1h)) 

- (tav(n,n,h) )p1p(n1rh)] 

+NoS dn.(tav(n,n.h)p,.(n.rh)t.~+(n,n.h))+ Qa~(n,rh). (1) 

Here N0 is the concentration of scattering particles in 
the medium, ~!3 the density matrix of the sources, 
tay(nlnxh) the scattering matrix of the photon from the 
direction nx to the direction n1, which is connected with 
the polarizability tensor of the scattering particle 
ll'nm (h) by the relation 

t•v(n,nxh) = k2M•n (n,nx) anv(nx)""" k2M.n (n,h) anm(h)Mmv+(nxh), 

where k = 27r/A = w/c is the wave number of the photon, 
the matrix Mkm (n1no) = ek_1>*, e~> connects the compon
ents of the arbitrary vector Ak(n1) with the components 
Am (no), i.e., ~(n1) = Mkm (nJJlo)Am (no); the index non 
the components of the vectors or tensors indicates that 
these components are connected in the set of coordin
ates with z axis along the unit vecotr n; e <l> and e~> are 
the unit vectors of the corresponding set ~ coordinates, 
possessing orthonormality· e< 1> e<1>* = 6 e<0 > ·e<0 >* · k • m km• k m 
= Okm (these unit vectors can be complex). The Greek 
indices can take on two values (-1, 1) and the Latin, 
three (-1, 0, 1). Summation is indicated by repeated 
indices. The brackets ( ) denote averaging over the 
initial and summation over the final states of the scat
tering particle. In what follows, we shall make use of 
the orthonormalized cyclic unit vectors, which are most 
convenient in the theory of transport of polarized radia
tion: 

e., = - ( e, + ie,) 1¥"2., e, = e., e, = (e.- ie,} !i2. 

In these coordinates, the matrix Mkm (nlno) is equal to 
the well-known Wigner rotation matrix[13 J Dk:rit (Ool). 

S1o1 is the set of Eulerian angles (cpol, i3ol, Yol) in the 
transition from the set of coordinates with the z axis 
along n 0 to the set of coordinates with the x axis along 
n1. The explicit form of Dk_~ (Ool) is: 

where 

tD:~ (qJ, fl,y)= dk<:! (~)exp[i(kq> + ny)], 

d \1) 
-11 

=d~~~=(i-cos~)/2, d~1o=~;> =-d~1 
(I) -

= - d10 =-sin ~/Y2. 

472 
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Equation (1) has the following form in cyclic coor
dinates: 

(n, V) p.~(n,rh) =- N,2nik[p.,(n1rh)D~~+ (0 .. ) (a.m +(h) )D~~(O.,) 

- D~~+ (O.t) (a."' (h) )D~'~(O .. ) p,~(n,rh)] + N,k'D;_!>+ (O .. )D!~ (0 .. ) 

X(ahr(h)a,n+(h)) J dn,n;:>(Ohx) p,.(n,rh)D~~l+(Ohx) + Qa.p(n,rh). (2) 

In a homogeneous medium, under the conditions 
A« land Noa~ « 1, where lis the free path length of 
the photon and ao the characteristic dimension of the 
scattering particle, plane waves of two types can be 
propagated, as is well known: 

E<'l(n)=f<'>(n)~1 exp[i{: x,(n)rn-oot )], 

E<'>(n)=f<'l(n)~2 exp[i(: x,(n)rn-oot)]. 

Their indices of refraction K1(n) and K2 (n) and the unit 
polarization vectors f< 1> and t<2 > are determined by the 
properties of the forward scattering matrix 

(t.,(nnh) )/;•> (nh) = t<•>(nh)f~·l (nh), 

x,(n) = 1 + 2nN,t<9(nh)/k'. 

We note that the unit vectors f<l> and t<2 > (the normal
ized eigenvectors of the matrix (t(nnh))) can also be 
non-orthogonal in the general case (f<1> ·f<2 >* "'0). They 
are orthogonal only for the so- called normal matrices 
(tt+ = t+t). The eigenvalues t(i)(nh) and the eigenvectors 
f(i)(nh) are expressed in corresponding fashion in terms 
of the elements (t0 y(nnh)): 

- ~---_------------_----

2t(l,•>(nh)= Sp(t(nnh) )± l'[Sp(t(nnh)))2- 4det(t(nn) ), 

ft (i)(nh)=/~;> (nh) (t<il(nh)-(L1_ 1(nnh}>)/(Lu(nnh)). (3) 

By knowing fg)(nh) = u0 i (nh), we can connect the com
ponents of the field intensity of the wave E0 (nr) and the 
density matrix Pa{3 (n1rh) with the components ~i (nr) and 
the density matrices .rlik(n1rh) = (c/81T)~i(nlr)~k(nlr) 
(here i, k = 1, 2): 
E.(n) = u.,(nh)~,(n), p.~(n,rh) = u.,(n,h).'R,.(n,rh)u,~+(n,h). (4) 

Using (4), we can obtain the transport equation for 
Sl!ik(nJl'h) from Eq. (1): 

(n, V).'R;k(n,rh)=- N0g1A(n1h).'1lu.(n1rh) 

+No J dn,(s;n(n,n,h).'1lnm(n,rh)smk+(n1n,h))+ q1k(n1rh), (5) 

where sik(n!Jlxh) = ui~ (nlh)t013 (nlnxh)u{3k (Ilxh) is the 
scattering matrix in the new unit vectors f 11> and f 12 >, 

q;A(n,rh)= u;-;.1 (n1h)Qa.v(n1rh) [u+(n1h) J~L 
g .. (n,h) = iJ.[t<•>• (n,h) - t<•>(n,h)J, g,,.F= g,.*. 

(6) 

In the first term on the right side of (5), there is no 
summation over i and k. The propagation function 
gnk(n1h) describes the attenuation of the radiation in its 
propagation through the medium, both at the expense of 
scattering and by pure absorption, as well as by the 
interference of the waves as a consequence of the dif
ference of their phase velocities vk(n1h). Using the 
optical theory · 

!A>-(~ (It)( 
a0 (nh)=a, (nh)+aa (nhJ=2Alm(skk(nnh)), 

... 

we can put Eq. (6) in the form 

2gnm(n,h)= a~n~(n1h) + J,m·(n1h) + 2iooNo-1 [u,.-1 (n1h)- un-1 (n1h) ]. 

(7) 
Here o~n)(n!ll), o~n)(n!ll) and o~n)(n!ll) are respectively 
the total cross section, the elastic scattering cross 
section and the cross section of pure absorptjop for a 
photon whose polarization has the direction f\n}(n!ll), 
incident on the scatterer in the direction n1. In what 
follows, we need a separate expression for a(i)(nll), 
connected with the tensor anm (h) in the follo{t.ing way: 

til 8n 4 a, (n1h)=sk (anm(h)arn+(h)) 

(8) 

Summation over i is not carried out in (8). 

2. THE RADIATION DENSITY MATRIX INSIDE A THICK 
LAYER OF MATTER AND THE EQUATION OF 
RADIATION DIFFUSION. 

It is very difficult to solve the transport equation (2) 
in the case of an anisotropic medium. However, for 
optically thick media, one can develop a method of ap
proximate solution of the problem. This is seen to be 
possible for the reason that the very physics of the 
process of radiation transport inside a thick target is 
materially simplified. 

In the case of an optically thick isotropic medium, 
the radiation becomes diffuse in the interior of the 
medium, as is well known. That is to say, the radiation 
becomes unpolarized and isotropic. The radiation be
comes diffuse at a distance of several mean path lengths 
from the boundary of the medium and from delta-like 
sources, if the true absorption in the medium is small: 
p = oa/o 0 << 1. Diffuse radiation varies comparatively 
little with the distance ~r-1exp (-.f3PN0 oor) (for the 
case of a point source located at the origin). Here the 
term (nN)p013 in the transport equation is a quantity 
~ (.fP + l/r) « 1 relative to the first two terms on the 
right hand side of the equation. So far as the source is 
concerned, it is still less in the interior of the medium: 
~{3(nJl') ~ exp(-Nooor). Thus, in the interior of an 
isotropic medium, the approximate equation 

N0a,pap(n,r)= N0 J dn,(t .. ,(n1n,) p,.(n.r)t,p+(n1n,)) 

-+ O(l/r+l'P)+ O(e-No<Jor). (9) 

should be satisfied. [121 Equation (9) permits us to de
termine the polarization and the angular dependence of 
the diffuse radiation: p~~f(n 1r) = 00 {3R(r). The depen-

dence of radiation on the coordinates is determined by 
the diffusion equation for the function R(r), as is well 
known. We note that one should have as, and not ao, in 
the left hand side of (9), since account of oa exceeds 
the accuracy of Eq. (9) (this term is ~ p ). 

In the deep layers of an anisotropic medium, some 
state of radiation should be established, which we shall 
henceforth call "quasi-equilibrium." This radiation, by 
virtue of the anisotropy of the medium, will generally 
be neither isotropic nor unpolarized. The quasi-equili
b,rium density matrix, which we shall denote by 
.'1llk>(n1rh) (or p~0b(nlrh), will satisfy an equation similar 
, 
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to (9), and with the same estimates of applicabil!!Y, if 
we assume smallness of the parameters (l/r + v'p) and 
exp(-N0 aor) for all directions and polarizations: 

g\~ (n1h)91!j~ (n1rh)= J dnx(S;n(ninxh)91!n~ (nxrh)smk+(ninxh) ). (10) 

Here g~)(nJI.) is the part of the propagation function 
gik(nJI.) due to elastic scattering: there is no summation 
over i and k in (10). 

We denote the integral term in Eq. (2) by B0 ,g(nJ.l'h). 

It has the meaning of radiation density (erg/cm3-sec-sr). 
'The matrix B0 13 (ntrh), according to (2), has the form 

Ba~(nirh) = ,YaD!~+ (!Jhl)Knm(rh)D~~ (!Jhi), 

Knm(rh)=k4(anr(h)a,m+(h)) JdnxD~l(!Jhx)flvv(nxrh)D~~ (!Jhi)· (11) 

Carrying out the transformation (4) in (10), and using 
(11), we obtain the following expression for p~0h(nJ.l'h): 

p~r(nirh)= ua;(nih)u;:,' (nih)D~~+ (!Jhi)KJ% (rh)D~~ (!Jhi) 

(12) 

By using (11) and (12), we get an algebraic set of equa
tions for the components of the Hermitian tensor 
~~(rh): 

K~%(rh) = k4(an;(h) alm +(h) )Burs(h)K~~l (rh), 

Burs (h)= J dniD\~ (!Jhi) Uap (nih) u~ (nih) D~~l+ (!Jhi) D~l (!Jhi) 

X [u+(n,h)];.'u.,+(n,h)~l+ (!J .. ) [g~~ (n,h)]-•. (13) 

The solution of the homogeneous set (13) and Eqs. 
(11) and (12) allow us to determine the angular and 
polarization dependences of the quasi-equilibrium 
radiation. In a number of important cases, Eq. (13) is 
greatly simplified, since here, depending on the specific 
meaning of the operation of averaging 0 and the explicit 
form of the polarizability tensor of a system of 9th or
der, (13) breaks up into a series of independent homo
geneous systems of lower order. In the present paper, 
an anisotropic medium is defined as one whose aniso
tropy is due to some outside causes (magnetic or elec
tric fields, directed flow of particles, etc.), thus ex
cluding crystalline media from consideration. By 
eliminating the cause of the anisotropy of the medium, 
we should evidently arrive at the case of an isotropic 
medium. If we make the limiting transition in all the 
formulas to the case of an isotropic medium 
(oik- aOik), we can be confident that only one of these 
independent systems has a nonzero solution (its deter
minant is equal to zero). From physical considerations 
(the existence of a continuous transition to the isotropic 
case), it is evident that even in the anisotropic case all 
other independent systems have only a null solution. 
Thus, the solution of (13) has the form 

K~% (rh)=anm(h)R(rh), (14) 

where the tensor aum (h) is completely determined from 
(13) and the real scalar function R(rh) satisfies the 
equation which we shall now derive. 

The function R(rh) = R(r) in an isotropic medium 
satisfies the well-known diffusion equation with a single 
scalar diffusion coefficient. It must be expected that in 
the case of an anisotropic medium the function R(rh) 

satisfies the diffusion equation with the diffusion tensor. 
We obtain this equation by using (12) and the exact 
transport equations (2) and (5). Integrating (2) over the 
angles and substituting the quasi-equilibrium value pg 
for the exact density matrix p0 13(nJ.l'h) on the right hand 
side of the resultant expression, we obtain the formula 
for the divergence of the radiation flux vector: 

F(rh)= Jdninipaa(nirh), Q(rh)=J dniQaa(nirh), 

. s (a) (0) Q( ) divF(rh)=-No dn,o. (n,h)p.~(n,rh)+ rh. (15) 

We divide Eq. (5) by the quantity Nogik(nth) and subject 
it to the transformation (4). We multiply·the resultant 
expression by the vector n1, calculate the sum of the 
diagonal elements, integrate over n1 and take the diver
gence of the whole expression. Using (15) and replacing 
everywhere Po/3 (n1rh) and 9'lik(ntrh) by their quasi-

equilibrium values p~0}3 and mi~, we get the following 
sought diffusion equation: 

ii'R(rh) iiR(rh) 
(-f)hx;k(h) i.lx,(h)ax_.(h) =~-tR(rh)+d;(h) ax,(h) -Q(rh). (16) 

The absorption coefficient p. is determined by the 
expression 

~-tR(rh) =No J dn,o;"l (n,h)p~ (n,rh) = R(rh)N,a.m (h) J dn,o;"l (n,h) 

xu .. ;(nih)uf;i(nih)D~i: (!Jhi)D~~ (!Jhi) [u+(nih) r;~ Uka+(nih) [gj~ (nih) ]· 1• 

(17) 

'The diffusion tensor xik(h) has the form 

h N -• (h) J d n<•>( n<•>· h -• n<•>+ x •• ( }= 0 a.m n, pO !J.,) •• (!J,,,)u,,(n, )u,, (n,h) vn (!J.,) 

X D~! (!Jhi) [u+(nih) ]~ uka+(nih) [gj~ (nih) ]-2, (18) 

R(rh)d;(h) == J dnn;p~(nrh) == F~ (rh)= 

J (I) -1 (I)+ (I) 
=R(rh) dn,Dw (!J,")Ua;(n,h)u;v (nih)Dvn (!Jhi)anm(h)Dmv (!Jhl) 

X [u+(nih) F~ ut .. (nih)[g~~l (n1h) ]-1• (19) 

In obtaining (16), we have discarded terms ~ l/r « 1 
and p << 1 in comparison with the remaining terms. 
'The term (d'V)R(rh) describes the additional radiation 
flux in an anisotropic medium under the condition that 
the quasi-equilibrium radiation has the nonzero flux 
d ~ J np~0~ (nrh)dn. It is obvious that the power of this 
source should be proportional to V'R(rh). 

Equation (16) is written in the set of coordinates with 
the z axis along h. Since its form is invariant, it will 
be the same in any other set of coordinates, but with 
different Xik and di, which are obtained through the 
transformation formulas of vectors and tensors. In all 
the formulas, the matrices uai(nth) enter in combina
tions of the type u0 illf~, so. that everywhere the un
normalized eigenvectors f~l(n 1h) can be used, which 
simplifies the calculations. Equation (16) transforms 
into the usual diffusion equation in the case of an iso
tropic medium if we make the limiting transition: 
0 ik- aOik· 

In the following sections, we shall study several 
types of anisotropic media, for which the general form
ulas of this section are greatly simplified. 
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3. RADIATION TRANSFER IN A GYROTROPIC MEDIUM 

First of all, let us consider the passage of radiation 
in the depths of a so-called gyrotropic medium, in which 
the polarizability tensor of the particle has the following 
form: 

a,,(h) = a11\,,, a,= a+- lg, l = 0, ±1. (20) 

A special case of such a medium is a weakly magneto
acoustic plasma. The anisotropy of such a medium is 
due to the gyration vector g = gh. In the case of a gyro
tropic medium, the vectors f< 1> and f< 2 > in (3) are equal 
to the cyclic unit vectors e-1 and e 1; therefore, it is 
necessary to set uai (nh) = liai in all the formulas. The 
propagation functions g~)(n1h) in this case has the form 

g~';,. (n1h) == g~~ (n1g) = 1/2[ cr~") (n1g) +- cr~~\n1g)] +- 2nik (~-a) g cos ~gl. 

cr~v> (n1g) = B/3nk4 [ 1 a 12 +- g2 ( 1 +- cos2 ~g!) /2 + 2gy Rea· cos ~gi]. 
(21) 

According to (13), the coefficients BnmrsCg) have the 
form 

S (I) (!)+ (I) (I)+ 
Bnnm(g)= dnlDna (Qgl)Da, (Q,!)D,~ (Qgl)D~m (f.lgi} 

· [g~b (nlg) ]-! = On-m,,_,b,,,, (g). (22) 

Substituting (22) in Eq. (13), we establish the fact that 
the set of equations (13) break up into several indepen
dent systems, connecting the elements K<O> (rg) with the 
same (n- m) = 0, ± 1, ± 2. Of these, onlynJlle set, which 
connects the diagonal elements K~~· has~ determinant 
equal to zero. Thus, for a gyro tropiC mediUm, 

K~;,.(rg)=Onman(g}R(rg). (23) 

Inasmuch as the coefficients bnnrr(g) entering into the 
algebraic set of third order for the quantities ~ are 
tabular integrals (see the explicit form of the D func
tions), we do not need to write out here the explicit form 
of the coefficients of a,. 

The angular and pofarization dependences of the 
quasi-equilibrium matrices B~0h and p~0h are determined 
from (11), (12), and (23): 

B~~ (n1rg)= NoD~~+ (Ogi)a, (g)D~~ (Ogi)R(rg), 

p~~ (n1rg)=B~~ (n1rg) [N0g~~ (n1g)]-l. (24) 

The tensor x~ (g) is diagonal in a gyro tropic medium: 
Xik(g) = liikXk(g), and x-1(g) = x1(g): 

X1 (g)= 1/,N,-'a,(g) f dn1 sin' ~.1ID~~ (Q,!) l'[a}'> (n1g) ]-2, 

1 (25) 
Xo (g)= No-1an (g) f dn1 cos2 ~g 1 ID~~ (Og1) 12 [ a~v> (n1g) J-2. 

In a gyro tropic medium, di (g) = 0, which is easily 
proved by using the relation giSJ(-n1g) = g-a-{:l(n 1 g). 

The constant J.l, which takes into account the absorption, 
is equal to 

1-' = N,a,(g) f dn1a!v>(n1g) ID~;> (!J,1) l'[cr,<v>(n1g)]-1. (26) 

For a weakly gyro tropic medium, discarding terms 
that are quadratic in the small parameter 
1J = 2g Rea /1 a 12 , we can easily find 

a,(g) = a(i +- n11) I 8:rt, cr= '/,nk'lal', 

B~~ (n1rg)= Oa~(1 +- B11 cos ~g!}NocrR(rg)/8:rt, p~0~ (n1rg)= Ocx~R(rg)/8:rt, 

( ) " (3 ,,- ) 1 N, s d [ (1) <-1) X'' g = u;,!(, X= a,a - , 1-' =- n1 <J, (n,g) +a" (n1g) ]. 
S:rt (27) 

We see that, although the radiation density B~0h(n 1 rg) 
is anisotropic and circularly polarized, in all there
maining relations, the radiation in the interior of the 
weakly gyrotropic medium behaves as in the ordinary 
isotropic medium. 

4. LIGHT SCATTERING BY AXIALLY ORIENTED PAR
TICLES 

If the scattering particles in the medium are oriented 
in an axially symmetric fashion relative to the direction 
h, then the averaging symbol () includes averaging over 
the angle <Ph 1 with the weighting function W(<Ph 1) = 1/211'. 
In this case, the general formulas of Sec. 3 are greatly 
simplified. Carrying out the averaging over <Phl' we get 

(a,,(h)) F b,.(a;(h) ), (a,(h)) = (a,,(h} ), 
(28) 

(a,.(h)a,,+(h)) = b,_,, ,_,(a,,(h)a,+(h)). 

We leave the averaging symbol ( ) on the right sides of 
(28), understanding by it all the remaining averaging. 
According to (3), (5) and (28), 

g,.(n1h} = g,,(cos2 ~, 1 ), u.,(n1h) = u.,(~"; 'Yhl). 

Therefore the integral over <Ph 1 in (13) is calculated in 
elementary fashion and the expression for Bnmrs(h) is 
simplified: Bnmr~) = lin-m,r-sTnmrs(h). Also, taking 

(28) into account, we obtain independent sets of equa
tions for the elements K~~ with the same (n- m) = 0, 
±1, ±2, just as for the case of a gyrotropic medium. As 
before, we get~~ (rh) = linmr n (h)R(rh), where the co
efficients rn are found from the equation 

r,(h) =k'(Ja,m(h} I')Tmmkk(h)r,(h}. (29) 

The solution of this homogeneous equation of third 
degree presents no difficulty. By using the properties 
of ~0~, gik(n1h) and uain1h), we have no difficulty in 

notin~ that X.Pq (h) = lipqXp{h), and x-lh) = x1Ch), and also 
di (h) - o5i 0d0 (h). 

The results of this section refer to a very broad 
class of anisotropic media with axially symmetric 
orientations of the scattering particles. 

5. RADIATION TRANSFER IN AN ALIGNED MEDIUM 

On the basis of the results of the previous section, 
we shall consider the radiation transfer in a so-called 
aligned medium. For an aligned medium, the averaging 
symbol () denotes averaging over the orientations of 
particles with the following distribution functions: 

1 n 

w('Phl; ~hl; 'Yhi)= 4:rt2 w(cos2 ~hi), f d~ sin ~w(cos2 ~)= 1. (30) 
0 

Carrying out the additional averaging over the angles 
J3h 1 and Yh 1 in the formulas of the previous section, we 
get 

2(a0 (h}> = (1- A,) (au(n,) + a-1-1(n,)] + 2A,a00 (n,), 

4(a,(h)) = (1 + A,)[au(n,) + a_,_,(n,)]. + 2(1- A,)a00 (n,) =4(a_ 1(h)), 

• (31) 
A.= J d~ sin f1 w(cos2 ~)cos"~. A, ESi, 

0 
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Here and in what follows, the index nc in aik(nc) indi
cates that the components of the polarizability tensor 
are taken in a set of coordinates rigidly attached to the 
scattering particle itself. Under the condition (31), we 
obtain the result that the unit vectors f 11> and f 12 > in an 
aligned medium are equal to the Cartesian unit vectors 
ex and ey, i.e., the matrix uai(nll) =uai(Yh1) is the 
well-known unitary transformation matrix from the 
Cartesian unit vectors ex and ey to the cyclic unit vec
tor~ t!-1 and e1. The eigenvalues t 11> = t(X) and t<2> 

= tlYJ are the following in this case: 

t<'>(n,h) = k'[ (a.(h)) cos'~ .. + (u,(h)) sin',~,,]. 
(32) 

t<'>(n,h) = k'(a1 (h) ). . 

The elastic scattering cross sections o~1)(n1h) are, 
according to (8), equal to 

cr!1> (nih)= 8/ 3n[ B1 cos2 ~hi+ Bo sin2 ~hi], cr~2l (n1h) = 8/anB1, (33) 
where the following notation has been introduced: 

B, = k' .E <la.,(h) I')= 'f,(b-• + b,) (1 +As)+ '/zbo(1-A,), . 
B, = k' .E< la.o(h) I'>= 'f,(b_, + b,) (1-A,)+ b,A,, (34) 

b; = k4 .E I Uri(nc) 12• 

r 

It follows from (32) that the real absorption cross sec
tions have the form 

The constants C 1 and C2 depend on the specific form and 
constitution of the particle. The coefficients Tmmkk(h) 
entering into Eq. (29) have the form Tmmkk(h) 
= Tmk(h), T-1-1 = Tu = T1, T-1o = To-1 = To1 = T1o = T2, 
T-u = T1-1 = Ts, Too= T4 in this case. In the following, 
we need the explicit expressions for Tn given below: 

I 

T1 +Ta=2n s d.x{[cr~2lj-l +x4[cr~ll (x2)j-I), (35) 
0 

I I 

T2 = 2n J d.x x2(1- x2)[cr!1l (x2) ]-•, T4 = 4n J d.x(1- x2) 2[cr~1l (x2) ]-•. 
D 0 

The integrals (35) are tabulated. Using (33) and (35), we 
can establish the fact that (T1 + T2)B1 + T2Bo = 1, 2T2B1 
+ T4Bo = 1. 

The matrix elements <Ia z(hW) are given by the ex-. n press10n 

(lanz(h) 12) = 4~2 amA(Dc)ar,+(nc) J dn1w(cos2 ~Iti)D~~(0It 1 ). 

(36) 

From (36) it is easy to find the symmetry properties of 
this matrix: 

<la_,_,(h) I'>= <la .. (h) 1'>. <la-.. (hl I'>= <lato(h) I'>, 

<lao-•(h) I')= <lao,(h) I'), <1«-u(h) I')= <la,_,(h) I'). 

We note that <la1o(h)l 2) = <lao1(h)l 2) if the condition 

d= lao-•(n,) I'+ la .. (n.) I'- 1«-to(n,) 1'-la"(n,) 1'=0, 

is satisfied, and 

<la .. (h) I'>= <lato(h) I'>+ (3A, -1).1/4. 

Using the symmetry properties of ~mhk and 

<la{lk(hW) shown above, it is easy to establish from 
(29) that r-1(h) = r1(h): 

r,(h) =8,(1- LT,) /3, r,(h) = [8,(1- LT,) +LJ/3, (37 ) 

L = '/.k'8(3A, -1) [T.B, + k'(l«to(h) I')(T,- T,) ]-•. 

Substituting (37) in (11) and (12), we find the angular 
and polarization dependences of the quasi-equilibrium 
radiation in an aligned medium: 

B~~ (n1rh)= 1/aNoll(rh) {Oa;pBI (1-LT2) 

+ [ (Bo- B1) (1- LT2) + LJD!::"' (Ohi)D~~ (O~tl) }, 

<o> 1 { LD<J: (O~t•)DJA> (Ohl) } 
pa;p (n1rh)=-8 R(rh) 6a;~(i-LT2)+ B 2 R. +B . 2 · 

ll 1 COS t'hl 0 SID Jlhl 

(38) 
We note that for L = 0 the radiation inside the medium 
is unpolarized, while the radiation density possesses 
linear polarization ~ (B0 - B1). This occurs as a conse
quence of the dependence of the cross section in an 
anisotropic medium on the polarization of the photon. 

Substituting (37) in Eqs. (17), (18), (19), we obtain ex
pressions for xpq(h) = lipqXp(h), 1-1. and di(h) in an aligned 
medium: 

1 1 1 

rfl =sN,(2C, + C,) (1-LT,)+'TN,L J dx(1-x'). (39) 
0 

X C•(1+x2)+C~(1-x2) 
B 1x2 + B0(1- x2) 

I 

Xo(h)=-1-·{ 1-LT2 + 3Jdxx2[ 1-LT2 

161!No B 1 0 B1x2 +Bo(1-x2) 

L(f-x2) ]} 
+ (B1x2+(1-x2)B0)2 ' 

1 { 1-LT2 3 I 
x•(h)=x-•(h)=-- ---+-Jdx(1-x2)· 

16nN0 B1 2 0 

x[ i-LT2 -1- . L(1-x2) ]} 
B,x2 +B0 (1-x2~ (B1x2+(1-·x2)B0)2 · 

The vector di (h) in an aligned medium is equal to zero. 

6. THE INTENSITY AND POLARIZATION OF RADIA
TION EMERGING FROM A PLANE LAYER OF 
GREAT OPTICAL THICKNESS 

The equations obtained in the previous sections are 
easily generalized to the case of scattering from a plane 
layer of material. Let an unbounded beam of photons 
be incident on a plane layer of thickness Lo. We com
pute the density matrix of radiation emerging from the 
layer, Pat.3(n1hO), by using the generalization of the 
method luJ previously suggested by the authors for the 
calculation of Paf3 in the case of an isotropic medium. 
The essence of tfie method lies in the calculation of a 
series of successive approximations for Pa(3, and the 
rapid convergence of the series is connected with the 
successful choice of the initial approximation. Here we 
obtain the formula for the first approximation Paf3(n1hO) 
in a somewhat different, physically clearer fashion, than 
in luJ . Inasmuch as the radiation has a diffuse charac
ter in the interior of the layer, we choose the solution 
of the diffusion equation (16) as the zeroth approximation 
for the matrix 91ik(n1hz). Using Eqs. (11), (14) and (16), 
we get 

,.<•> -· (l)+ (t) ""'" (n,bz) = N,u,, (n,h)D,. (O.,)anm (h)Dmv (0,,) 

X[u+(n,h)].~1 (Ro+R,z)""' N,A,.(n,h) (R, +R,z). 
(40) 
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-The coordinate z is measured in the depth of the layer 
from the surface z = 0 from which the radiation emer
ges. The connection between the constants Ro and R1 
can be obtained from the boundary conditions. 

It is easy to obtain the density matrix of the zeroth 
approximation, 9l~k0>(n1hz), by using the well-known 

1 • • [5 6 11) 
formulas from the theory of radiation transfer: ' ' .. 
fll1k (n1hz)= I sec ~2 1 ! J dz' exp[ -I z- z'llsec ~21!Nogik (nth) ].'ll,k (nthz') 

0 
X [0 (cos~,.) O(z'- z) + 0( -cos~,.) O(z- z')] + 0( e-N,o,L"). 

(41) 
Here the index 2 indicates the outward normal to the 
layer: n2 =-nz, and the function tl(x) = 1 for x 2: 0 and 
tl(x) = 0 for x < 0. By calculating 9llk>(nJJ.z) from Eq. 
(41), it is not difficult to find the expression for 
99~~>(nJJ.z) and then the desired expression for fll~~>(nJJ.O) 
from (41): 

""(')( hO)- {Ja ( ( h) +( h))Anm(nxh) [ R1 cos~21 
Jtik. nl - llx Sin nln:c SmR. lltll:c Ro + -:-:----=-=--

0+ g.m (nxh) N,g,.(n,h) 

Rt cos ~2x ] ( Rt cos ~2t ) s . + 
+ N · ( h) +COS ~21 Ro + N . ( h) d11x (s,. (n1nxh) Sm,(n1nxh)) 

Ognm Dx ogtk lli Q-

X Anm(nxh) [gnm(nxh)cos ~21- gik(nth)cos ~2x]-1 }--1-. (42) 
!Jih (uth) 

Here n+ and n- are solid angles with {32X :"0 n/2 and 
{32X > n/2, respectively. By determining the connection 
between R0 and R1 from the boundary conditions, we can 
find the normalized intensity J~1>(n 1h0) = Ici1>(n 1h0)/I< 1> 
from Eq. (42) ({321 = n/2; h; 0) (i.e., the angular distri
bution of the emerging radiation) and the degree of 
polarization ~k(n1hO) = Ik1'(nJJ.O)/I&1>(nJJ.O). These quan
tities do not depend on the remaining unknown constants. 

As an example, we compute the density matrix of the 
radiation emerging from a weakly gyrotropic medium by 
use of (42). Thus, for a plasma in the magnetic field 
H(Oe), the gyration vector g = 1.67 x 10-16 A3H. We shall 
neglect terms of order 17 2, where 11 = 2g Re a/lal 2. In 
the case of a weakly gyrotropic medium, the radiation 
inside the medium is, according to (27), unpolarized 
and isotropic. The angular distribution of the radiation 
emerging from the layer, according tol5 ' 6' 113 , will be 
close to the angular distribution in the scattering in an 
isotropic medium which, as is well known, ls,6J is well 
approximated by the function J &0 > (n10) = 1 + 2 cos {321. 
This leads directly to the relation R 1 = 2RoNoa. In the 
linear approximation in 11, we have 

g~ (n1g) = cr(1 + "1''11 cos ~gt), cr = (Sn/3) k41 a !2, 

Computing the integrals (42) in the linear approxima
tion in 17, we get the following expressions for the 
unnormalized Stokes parameters I< 1>(nJiO) (we denote 
cos {321 by x): 

fol) (ntgO)= 3I.Ro[ 81 (x) (1 + x2) + S0 (x) (1- x2)], 

17 19 1 ( 1 ) 
S1(x)=f2+Tzx-x3 +-zx(1+2x)(1+x2)ln 1+---;- , (43) 

S0 (x)=; + ~ x+2x3 +x(1+2x)(1-x2)ln(1+ ~)· 

For the Stokes parameter that determines the circular 
polarization, we have 

/~1> (n1g0)=- '113/.Ro[ £ 11 (x)cos ~28 + L.L(x) sin B2g cos(cp2g- 'P2t)], 
L 11 (x) =x(1+x')P,(x) +x(1-x')P,(x) -x(1-x')[S,(x) -S,(x)] 

+A(x), 

L.L(x) = "}'1- x'{ (1 + x')P,(x) + (1- x')P,(x) + x'[S,(x)- S,(x) J 
+B(x)}. (44) 

The functions of the cosine of the scattering angle enter
ing in (44) are written in the form 

[ 48x3 +42x2 -7x -13 
P (x)-x 

1 - 12(1+x) 

-+(8x3+3x2+4x+1)In( 1+ ~ )] (45) 

P0 (x)=x [- 8x2 + x+~+ (8x3 + 3x2 -4x -1)ln ( 1-l- ~)] , 

[ 2z2+x+1 ( 1 )] A(x)=-x+2x2(1+2x} 2(1 +x) x2ln 1+-_;- , 

B(x)=-+-; (4x2-1)+x(1-x2)(1+2x)ln(1+! ). 

The parameters 1~ 1 > and If!', in the set of coordinates in 
which Y21 = 0, are respectively equal to 

/~1> (n1g0) = (1- z2) [Z0 (x; y) + yZt(x; y) ]/u(y), 

I?' (ntgO)=- (1- x2) [Z1 (x; y)- yZo(x; y) ]/u(y), 

where the following notation has been introduced: 

y = ll cos~"' u(y) = 1 + y', 

1 X{ 3 6z2 Z0(x;y)=--+- --+-(1-3y2) 
4 2 2u ua 

+ a(x; Y) 'PI (x; y)- 2xyb (x; Y)'P2 (x; y) } , 

X { 3y Zt(x;y)=z- 2u"-6yx2(3-y2)u-a 

(46) 

(47) 

+ b(x; y)cp,(x; y) +2xya(x; y)cp,(x; y) }, 

a(x; y) = '/,In [ (y' + (1 + x) ') I x'] + y arctg (y f (1 + x)), 
b(x; y) = arctg (y I (1 + x)) -'/,In [ (y' + (1 + x)') I x'], 

cp,(x; y) = [u' + 2xu'- 3x'u(1- y') - 6x'(1- 3y') ]u-•, 
cp,(x; y) = [-u'+3U.r+3x'(3- y')]u-'. 

The results of the calculation of the angular distribution 
and the normalized Stokes parameters from Eqs. 
(43)-(47) are given in Figs. 1-3. 

We shall discuss these results briefly. We see that 
the intensity Ici1>(n 1g0), with accuracy up to terms 17 2, 
does not depend on the gyration vector g. This is con
nected with the fact that the expansion parameter is 

FIG. 1. Angular distribution and 
circular polarization of radiation emerg
ing from a thick layer of weakly gyro
tropic materia[: a, b-angular distribu
tion l 0 (x)/10 (0); c, d and e-functions 
~ll(X)1)- 1 and h(x)1)-1 in zeroth (dashed 
curve) and first (continuous curve) ap
proximations; I and k-functions ~ll(x) 
1)- 1 and h(x)7f' for single scattering 
of an unpolarized beam of photons. 

HD 

DU 

FIG. 2. Degree of linear polarization 12 

~3 (x) = 13 (x)/10 (x) (in a system with -y21 

= 0) of radiation emerging from a thick 
layer of a weakly gyrotropic medium, 
when the gyration vector g is directed 
along the normal n2 to the layer: a
exact value of ~3 (x) for 6 = 0 (Rayleigh 
scattering); b, c, d, e, f-the function ~3 (x) q 

calculated according to Eqs. ( 46) and ( 4 7) 
for the values of the parameter li respec
tively equal to 0, 2, 5, I 0, I 00. 

J,l:ci/f,IO/ 
3,2 
J 
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x.~;g FIG. 3. Angle of rotation x(tan 2x = 
tuu I 1 (x)/I 3 (x)) of the plane of polarization of 

~--~--lqg radiation emerging from the layer, relative 
to the plane of scattering (n2 n 1) in a refer
ence frame with 'Y21 = 0, calculated from 
Eq. ( 4 7) for the case in which the gyration 
vector g is directed along the normal n2 to 

c---"ffJ the layer. The numbers above the curves 
pt~~==:::;;:;:::::::==J indicate the value of the parameter lion the 
!II! f.zo figure, upper right x, deg. 

actually the parameter 7JCl, where a = 0, ±1, and in the 
calculation of the sum of the diagonal elements of the 
density matrix p~1b the linear terms cancel one another. 
Figure 1 shows the normalized intensity J~1>(n1gO) 
= 1~1 >(x)/I~ 1 >(o) and the initial angular distribution J~0>(x) 
= 1 + 2x. We see that they are close to one another. 
This verifies the successful choice of the initial ap
proximation. It is seen from Eq. (44) that the circular 
polarization l~ 1>(n1gO) is proportional to the small 
parameter 1), depends linearly on the projection of the 
gyration vector on the normal to the surface layer 
(L 11 (x) cos {3 2~ and on the projection of g on the direction 
perpendicular to the plane of scattering 
[L 1 (x) sin ~g cos (<P2g - qJ 21)] · 

Figure 1 shows the values of ~:11 > = L 11 (x)/I~1 >(x) and 
~ ~1 > = L 1 (x)/1~1 > (x) and a comparison of the circular 
polarization, which arises in single and multiple scat
tering. We note that the multiply scattered radiation 
has the opposite sign of polarization in comparison with 
the singly scattered case. This effect is explained by 
the fact that the components of the density matrix p-1-1 
are attenuated less in the medium than the components 
of Pu(a~ 1 >(nlg) :5 a~1 >(nlg)), as a result of which 
P-1-1 > p u at the exit from the layer, although the oppo
site inequality holds in the radiation density Ba{3. 

We now consider the linear polarization. It follows 
from (46) that the polarization is equal to zero in the 
linear approximation in 1J for x = 1, independent of the 
direction of g. The same also holds for single scatter
ing if the density matrix is integrated over all the direc
tions of the initial incidence n0 of the unpolarized pho
tons with functions depending only on the cosine of the 
angle between n0 and the direction of the normal. Thus, 
even for linear polarization, the dependence of g for the 
forward direction arises only with account of terms 
that are quadratic in A. Actually, IJ1> and IP> depend on 
the parameter y = li cos f3g 1, which is proportional to 
the difference in the phase velocities of the propagation 
of the components of the electromagnetic field E-1 and 
E 1 in an anisotropic medium. The parameter 
li = 4JTkgo- 1 ~ A37Jial-1 depends on the wavelength A and 
is always greater than 1) since in our case A3/lal 
~ A3 /a~~ 1, where a 0 is the effective dimension of the 
scattering particle. 

It follows from Fig. 2 that for y >> 1, the polarization 
is of the order y-1 « 1 and for y = 0, IP> = 0 and IJ!> is 
equal to the value of the polarization in Rayleigh scat
tering in an isotropic medium. Such a behavior of the 
polarization is explained by the interference of the 
waves, which have different propagation velocities in 
the medium. It is natural that there is _no interference 
in the direction perpendicular to the field, when the 
velocities of the waves are the same, and the polariza-

tion is the same as in the case 6 = 0 (Rayleigh scatter
ing). 

Let us estimate the accuracy of the formulas devel
oped here. It is seen from Fig. 1 that the error in the 
calculation of Io ~ 5%. The accuracy of the formulas 
describing the linear polarization can be estimated by 
setting y = 0 and comparing them with the well-known 
numerical solutions for Rayleigh scattering. The error 
in this case does not exceed 25%. The maximum error 
is the calculation of circular polarization also reaches 
this value, which is established by comparing the suc
cessive approximations. 

In conclusion, we put down some numerical estimates 
of the expansion parameters used here. Thus, in light 
scattering, with a wavelength A = 5 x 10- 5 em in a plasma 
with a magnetic field of 42.5 Oe, we get 1) = %and 
6=1.3X105 • 

By means of the formulas obtained, it can easily be 
shown that the radiation flux from a distant object, 
which can be regarded as a point, will be polarized. 
Thus, in the scattering of electromagnetic radiation in 
a plasma in the dipole magnetic field Heff = mor -3 , the 
circular polarization of the radiation flux at large dis
tances from the object reaches the value 0.4 1Jeff(nlm), 
where m is the direction of the dipole. The formulas 
obtained for the description of the polarization of the 
radiation from distant celestial objects. 
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